IN
SIDE
OUT
Contain is rethinking active storage from the inside out.
This streamlined collection is designed to unify an entire
office, while maximizing storage capacity. With a variety
of storage sizes and shapes, it is perfectly suited for today’s
shrinking workspaces. The low metal credenzas elevate the
overall aesthetic, and offer easy access to frequently used
items. Expand your capabilities for storage, efficiency and
collaboration with Contain, the versatile storage solution
that maximizes footprints and brings everything and
everyone together in one convenient, distinctive collection.

CONTAIN Credenzas

Box / Lateral*
30”W / 36”W (shown)

Box / Lateral*
30”W / 36”W (shown)

Open
30”W / 36”W (shown)

Open
30”W / 36”W (shown)

Box / Lateral / Open — Right-Handed*
48”W / 60”W (shown) / 72”W

Box / Lateral / Open — Right-Handed*
48”W / 60”W (shown) / 72”W

Box / Lateral / Open — Left-Handed*
48”W / 60”W (shown) / 72”W

Box / Lateral / Open — Left-Handed*
48”W / 60”W (shown) / 72”W

FINISH OPTIONS
CORE PAINTS

LIGHT GRAY

LOFT

MUSLIN

PUTTY

GREIGE

SHADOW

CHARCOAL

CAROB

BLACK

BRILLIANT
WHITE

CHAMPAGNE
METALLIC

PLATINUM
METALLIC

DRAWER FRONT LAMINATES

NATURAL MAPLE HARVEST

SHAKER CHERRY MAHOGANY

*Available with metal or laminate drawer fronts.

Versatility Meets Compatibility

ENCOURAGE EXPRESSION
Creative configurations and easily
accessible storage make it simple to
configure every space to the unique
personality and workstyle of each person.

BASE OPTIONS

INVITE INTERACTION
Contain turns any space into a hub
for collaboration, with low credenzas
and fabric-wrapped cushions that
accommodate short-term seating.

DEFINE BOUNDARIES
Contain credenzas work great together to
define boundaries and pathways that create
efficient space planning opportunities that
are easy to modify as needs change.

TOP OPTIONS
Customize Contain with a choice
of footed or kickplate bases,
and upgrade to fabric-wrapped
cushions that provided shortterm seating or laminate tops
that match desking.

KICKPLATE

FOOTED

CUSHION TOP

LAMINATE TOP

PLATFORM
Space planners, prepare to celebrate. Contain delivers
the ultimate layout freedom by offering a full platform
of storage products that work great alone, and even
better when combined with other HON products, such as
Accelerate, Abound and Voi. Contain can be customized
to complement a workstation both functionally and
aesthetically, through a variety of options such as drawer
configurations, fabric-wrapped cushions, laminate tops
and fronts, and more. Not only is it designed to support
today’s applications, Contain adapts to changing needs
as companies grow.

CONTAIN
Accelerate™

Designed to seamlessly coordinate with Accelerate in both fit and finish,
Contain credenzas create opportunities for greater storage personalization,
while making the most of every square inch of a workstation.

CONTAIN
Abound®

Abound delivers the ultimate in workstation customization, and Contain echoes
that by supporting a wide range of configurations and layouts, while also adding
short term seating and complementary design accents.

CONTAIN
Voi®

Contain’s low credenzas share Voi’s linear aesthetic, durability and the
flexibility to design within smaller footprints. Combine with Voi desking
to increase the active storage and define personal space.
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